Southern Pipe & Supply
Southern Pipe & Supply (SPS) is a family owned business headquartered in
Meridian, Mississippi that serves both trade professionals with brand name
plumbing, heating, air-conditioning (HVAC), industrial, mechanical, and
waterworks supplies.
SPS was founded in 1938-during the Great Depression-by a young Russian
immigrant with a big American dream. Currently in the fourth generation of family
ownership, they continue building the business with integrity, commitment, and
trust. The company has now grown into one of the largest privately held,
independent wholesalers in the Southeast.
The company takes great pride in offering personal service to customers. The
size of the store is large enough to provide a wide selection but small enough to
respond quickly to customer needs.
While company employees are considered part of the family, they are
encouraged to forge long-term personal relationships with customers. Due to this
strong connection, many customers say the employees know what they need better
than they do.
The Milledgeville branch opened in 2014 and is located at 110 Industrial Park.
It is one of approximately 95 SPS sites throughout the Southeast including
locations in Mississippi, Arkansas, Alabama, Louisiana, Florida, and Tennessee.
“We have just about whatever you need and if we don’t have it we’ll order it for
you and get it to you as quickly as possible,” said Joey Parish, branch manager.
Always having their customers in mind, SPS has designated more than 900
items as critical-service items, essential products, and equipment that customers
need every day.
All orders are filled at SPS’s high-tech central distribution center which
supports the branches by constantly turning multimillion-dollar inventory.
Averaging 70,000 transactions per month, the distribution center boasts an error
rate of less than one percent on all orders shipped.
The experts at SPS will take all the time needed to make sure the customer is
satisfied with their choice in cabinetry, countertops, appliances, showers, tubs,
faucets and sinks. Whether you are a contractor or a homeowner, SPS will provide

you with intimate customer service that you will never get at a “big box” store. To
Southern Pipe, the customer is always part of the family.

